**HOME RETROFIT SPECIFICATIONS MANUAL**

**HEAT PUMP WATER HEATER COMPLETE MEASURE CHECKLIST**

All work must meet Energy Trust of Oregon specifications. *This checklist serves as a reference guide only.* Please refer to the current Specifications Manual for additional information and clarification. Specific reference sections are noted in italics.

- [ ] Condensate produced by the system is removed via an adequately sloped drainage system and flows to a suitable termination point. *IN 1.16*
- [ ] Unit location and clearances around the unit shall meet manufacturer requirements. *IN 1.14*
- [ ] Ducting and applicable fans settings shall be set in accordance with the manufacturer’s specifications. *IN 1.14*
- [ ] If only exhaust air is ducted outside of conditioned space, contractor should ensure combustion appliances are functioning properly and safely and carbon monoxide alarm requirements are met. *IN 1.2*
- [ ] In jurisdictions where it is required, ensure heat pump water heater is strapped on the upper third and lower third of the tank to resist horizontal displacement caused by seismic motion. *WH 1.0*
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